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	Title: Shrubs: The landscape workhorse-often neglected and abused
	Author: by Michelle Le Strange, UC Master Gardener Program
	Page 1: Shrubs are major permanent components of most landscapes, but are often taken for granted.  They are the workhorses used to screen, direct traffic, as windbreaks, as fill and foundational plantings, for wildlife habitats, and as accents for color and texture in the landscape.  Too often I’ve noticed that shrubs are abused, overly pruned into rigid shapes, or completely neglected and left to grow wildly on their own.Without any pruning the natural shape of a shrub may be columnar, round headed, spreading and prostrate, or pyramidal.  These shapes can add dimension and movement to a landscape.  The columnar shape of a juniper repeated down a long driveway adds drama to the approach of a home.  How we use shrubs should dictate the species selection for any given landscape.  Before purchasing any shrubs, decide the ultimate use and make sure that the chosen plants fit the needs.  Have an idea of the size and shape of the mature shrub that is desired and then find the shrub to match the fit.  Avoid trying to make the big shrub fit into the small space syndrome and you will avoid the frequent maintenance requirements. Make sure that maintenance (cultural) practices are appropriate for the species.  For example, it is very common to see “Heavenly bamboo” (Nandina domestica) pruned to look like a pregnant stork or flamingo.  Over time the unpruned clumps become top-heavy and bare at the base.  A pruning zealot ends up pruning off all the foliage except for the very top, which exposes long stems.  That’s not a very heavenly look to me.  A better approach to encourage denser foliage lower down the canes is to cut the oldest canes to the ground each year before new growth begins in the spring. Aim for a light, airy-looking screen and you’ll be very pleased with the delicate multi-colored foliage and red berries that the plant offers, truly heavenly. Pruning tips for Deciduous ShrubsIn early February, many of the spring blooming shrubs show off their flowering glory.  Flowering quince, lilac and forsythia are some of the most colorful deciduous spring flowering shrubs.  Many tend to be overly large unless selected for compactness or short stature.  If you must severely prune them to keep them in bounds, they will have reduced blooms.  The best time to prune spring blooming deciduous shrubs is only after they are done blooming.  Avoid topping the shrub.  Instead take out individual shoots close to the ground or cut back to lateral or side branches in early summer.
	Page 2: Pruning Tips for Rows of Shrubs (Evergreen Hedges)1. Start training hedges when they are very small.  A well-shaped hedge will have been trained regularly and carefully from planting throughout the life of the hedge.    2. Start with nursery stock that has multiple stems if possible.  Cut plants back 6-8 inches when planting to induce low branching and more “bushy” growth.  Late in the fall or before bud break in the spring, prune off about half of the new growth.  The following year trim that off by half again. 3. In the third season, begin to shape the hedge.  Know what sort of shape you want from your hedge at planting time.  If you want a solid screen from top to bottom, it is important to keep the bottom wider than the top.  Otherwise the top foliage will shade out the lower foliage leaving an open hedge at the base.4. Many people hedge plants so that they have a flat top and flat sides.  This shape eventually fails because shrubs become too woody due to of inadequate sunlight penetration into the canopy.  It is also more difficult to maintain and requires very frequent hedging.  It is best to allow the shrubs to grow in a natural rounded shape or slightly peaked, which requires much less trimming.              5. Trimming or shearing frequency will depend on the form and on the species of hedge.  Generally, they should be sheared before the growth exceeds 1 foot.  Boxwoods and other slow growing hedges will require pruning before that to maintain a clean shape and neat appearance.  6. If hedges have grown out of bounds and have become severely overgrown, it may be better to replace the hedge rather than try to rejuvenate them.  Evergreen shrubs are less tolerant of the severe pruning that is usually required to get them back into shape.  If some rejuvenation is possible, start by cutting the shrubs back each year by no more than 20-30% of the overall growth until the hedge is at the desired height and shape.  Shear frequently to keep plants full.  Deciduous shrubs can be cut back to a foot below the desired height in the spring before the new leaves appear.  Then trim regularly for the next few years until the hedge has grown into the desired shape and fullness.  Wrap up your gardening year by looking at your hedges and shrubs.  Give them that little extra attention they deserve.
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